Access Consciousness Training Programs at Illuminations – Become A
Certified Access Consciousness Healer with Us!

In affiliation with

Illuminations Well-Being Center

Ask In House About Private Theta Healing Sessions at Illuminations!
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Overview of Access Consciousness

The New Healing Technology at Illuminations, that’s Raising the
Bar!
What is Access Consciousness?
Access Consciousness is a set of tools that allow you to have more consciousness in your life.
Consciousness is where you are aware of everything and knowing that you can choose differently
to create change in your life.
What is Access Bars?
Access bars, is a set of 32 points on the head. Each bar represents one area of life.
Where do you store issues with Money? The MONEY Bar! Where do you store judgments on
your body? The BODY Bar! What about the fixed points of view about how creative or
uncreative you are?
Obviously in the CREATIVITY Bar! Some of the other Bars where stuff is stored is Control,
Sexuality, Time, Space, Peace, Calm, Sadness, Joy, Communication and many more!
Each of these 32 points or "Bars" stores these in the form of energy.
When we gently touch these points, these Bars start up like the engine of a car, and begin
churning out and releasing this pent up energy resulting in more space being created within
you! More space means also more consciousness and more awareness!

About Access Consciousness Course Curriculum:
CLASS NAME

CLASS DESCRIPTION

Access Bars
Class
Prerequisites: None

Access
Foundation
Level
Prerequisites: Access
Bars

Access
Foundation
Level 1
Prerequisites: Access
Foundation

Access Level 2
and 3
Prerequisites: Access
Foundation Level 1

DURATION
LENGTH

RATES
(AED)

Taking the Access Bars® class is a
prerequisite
for
all
Access
Consciousness® Core Classes as it allows
your body to process and receive the
changes you are choosing with ease.

(1 Day)

1100

In Foundation you will begin to see the points
of view that limit you and what you can
change that would allow you to function from
question,
choice,
possibility,
and
contribution.

(2 Days)

2,550

After this class it becomes possible to have
relationships with people that are rewarding
(including the relationship we have with
ourselves!). We also become aware of what
it means to truly create our life as we desire
it. What if you could generate anything you
desire with ease?

(2 Days)

2,550

As you begin to recognize how different you
are, you start becoming aware of the choices
that you make, the choices you would like to
make, and what you would like to generate
as your life with ease… financially, in
relationships, in your work and beyond…

(4 Days)

4,400

Each of the above Access Consciousness Programs are inclusive of:






Certification from ACF (Access Consciousness Foundation)
1 Access Consciousness Practitioner’s Manual (additional class material available)
Certified to practice as a Access Consciousness Practitioner of the level
Notepads, Pens, Water Bottles as well as Refreshment Breaks with snacks,
tea/coffee
1 Class Photo to be taken one the first day of the course

Special Offers & Packages:





If you have previously attended any course above, you may register and attend as a
repeater for AED 150 per day.
Register for 2 courses and save 10%
Register for 3 or more courses and save 15%

Facilitators:

Patriccia Ballan
In Dubai since 1994 and I come from the Corporate Advertising background. Having worked in
several multinational Advertising Agencies for about 18 years, I took the plunge to quit the
corporate world and start my own Production house… Until my journey took another turn with a
personal event. That brought me to a point to stop and pay attention to what I always had a
strong sense of. There has to be more to life. My journey in healing world started around 2 years
ago. Having done several modalities, I came to find Access Consciousness and I simply love it,
as I feel truly empowered.

The Access Bars, the clearing statements and being in the question has changed my reality. I
enjoy what I do so much and having seen how it is working for me and for others around me, am
eager to be the invitation and contribution to others. Question, Choice, Possibility…. Is how I
look at each Beautiful day. To truly trust and know that the Universe has my back and all I have
to do ASK THE QUESTION, to have the awareness and to make choices based on that
awareness and what is true for me. This to me is true freedom and true choice with everything I
choose.

